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Abstract

uments identi ed by a search engine are irrelevant to a
user; this not only wastes precious bandwidth for transferring the documents, but also consumes the limited
energy of a mobile client unnecessarily. This problem
becomes more serious when the size of a web document
is getting bigger as we witness a proliferation of technical documents published to the web.
We address the issue of mobile web browsing through
a multi-resolution transmission paradigm in [9]. It is
built upon the XML markup language [6] which de nes
a structure for web documents. It is easily extensible
to cater for HTML documents. The multi-resolution
scheme is based on the observation that di erent organizational units of a document contribute to di erent
amount of information content. According to the XML
structure of a document, the scheme partitions a document into multiple organizational units, de ning various
Levels Of Detail (LOD). A notion of information content is associated with each unit, indicating its amount
of information captured. Units of higher information
content will be transmitted earlier. This technique allows a document to be transmitted and browsed at a
coarser resolution, with the details to be lled in progressively. A user could thus decide early if the document is of any interest. This could reduce scarce wireless bandwidth consumption by terminating early the
transmission of irrelevant documents. In this paper, we
extend the technique to allow a mobile client to perceive the maximum amount of information content of a
document within the shortest possible duration. This is
achieved by the notion of relative information content
for de ning the transmission order. The feasibility of
our approach is demonstrated with a prototype.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is devoted to a brief survey of previous work
on mobile information access and document browsing.
In Section 3, we present our multi-resolution scheme
in detail. The implementation of our prototype is described in Section 4. Finally, we o er brief concluding
remark and future research directions in Section 5.

We propose a multi-resolution transmission mechanism that allows various organizational units of a web
document to be transferred and browsed according to the
amount of information captured. We de ne the notion of information content for each individual organizational unit of a web document as an indication of
its captured information. The concept of information
content is used as a foundation for de ning the notion
of relative information content which determines the
transmission order of various units. Our mechanism
allows a web client to explore the more content-bearing
portion of a web document earlier so as to be able to terminate browsing a possibly irrelevant document sooner.
This scheme is based on our observation that di erent
organizational units of a document contribute to di erent amount of information to the document. Such a
multi-resolution transmission paradigm is particularly
useful in mobile web where the wireless bandwidth is a
scarce resource and browsing every document in detail
would consume the bandwidth unnecessarily. This is becoming more serious when the size of a web document
is getting large, such as technical documents. We then
present a prototype of the system in Java and CORBA
to illustrate its feasibility.

1 Introduction
We focus on a mobile environment in which mobile
clients navigate inter-related web documents via common browsers. We term such an environment, a mobile
web environment. Since communication between mobile clients and web server is via low bandwidth wireless
channels, trac generated due to web accesses should
consume as little bandwidth as possible. In this aspect,
conventional approaches to web navigation su er from
serious limitations.
Conventional approaches to web navigation usually
involve the searching of web documents via some search
engines, followed by human exploration of each document for relevance. By a document, it not only refers
to a single web page, but it may also include a collection of hierarchically linked related pages, composing a
larger document. We observe quite often that most doc-

2 Related Work
The explosion of information available on the Internet
and the user-friendliness of web browsers have dramati1

Using a higher LOD might be more intuitive but with
a lower LOD, there would be more exibility for the
smaller organizational units to be rearranged for transmission. In practice, transmitting and browsing at section or subsection LOD will be more bene cial, allowing
a mobile client to grasp a reasonable detail of content
from the document, while at the same time, be able to
terminate the transmission of an irrelevant document
early.

cally changed the way information is accessed and delivered. New web users will simultaneously experience the
excitement of boundless information and the frustration
of trying to nd what they actually want. Much work
has focused on the WYGIWYW (What You Get Is
What You Want) paradigm. A common technique to
improve information searching is to build an index over
a collection of documents found by a web search process
such as Lycos [11] or WebCrawler [13], which typically
searches exhaustively rather than to ful ll a particular
query. A probably better approach is to establish a user
pro le, capturing individual users' interests. The prole is used to lter out irrelevant information identi ed
by a search engine [1, 5]. Mechanisms for updating the
pro le are also provided so that it could be adapted to
changes in user interest. Rather than providing a user
with selected documents, the WebWatcher system [3]
assists a user in his/her browsing behavior. It interactively o ers advice about which subsequent hyperlink(s)
would likely contain the most relevant information.
Advances in wireless communication and portable
computers have enabled users to access web information along the road [12]. Since wireless channels have
limited bandwidth and mobile clients are constrained by
limited battery life, the challenge is to utilize the scarce
bandwidth and power carefully, striking a balance for
the best solution for the application at hand [2, 8]. To
reduce energy consumption, clock rate reduction and
disk spin-down techniques have been proposed [15]. To
reduce bandwidth utilization, techniques for caching of
data items from the server in a client's local storage
have been investigated [7, 10], in reducing wireless trafc and the dependency on the wireless channels.
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Figure 1. Sample document and document tree
Each web document is described by a semantic structure called the structural characteristic (SC ), a tree-like
structure modeling the structural organization of a document. It de nes the transmission order of the document at the required LOD. Figure 1 illustrates a sample
document and its corresponding document tree, de ning the SC. As shown in the gure, the root node of the
SC models the document itself. The children of the root
node model the sections of the document. Similarly, the
children of a section node model the subsections. Each
node, ni , is associated with an information content, pi ,
which indicates the amount of information content captured within the organizational unit it models.
To transmit a document at a required LOD, the
nodes at that LOD are ordered according to their information contents. This order de nes the transmission
order of the corresponding organizational units of the
document. The higher the information content of an
organizational unit, the earlier the unit is transmitted.
The idea is to allow users to perceive the content of the
document as early as possible. When a unit is transmitted, all its sub-units will be transmitted in a sequential
manner. Notice that transmitting a document at the
document LOD in our algorithm is equivalent to the
conventional transmission and browsing paradigm as all
sections and paragraphs are transmitted sequentially.
Transmitting a document at the lowest LOD at the
paragraph level allows a user to have a very quick glance
at the rough content of the document. By contrast, if
the highest LOD about the document is preferred, the
document should be transmitted at the document level.

3 Multi-Resolution Transmission
We de ne ve LOD commonly found in most documents: document, section, subsection, subsubsection, and
paragraph, though an arbitrary number of LOD could
be de ned. These LOD follow a total order: paragraph
 subsubsection  subsection  section  document.
The document level constitutes the highest degree of detail, containing the largest amount of information while
the paragraph level constitutes the lowest degree of detail, capturing the least amount of information. For
instance, given a paragraph from a book (collections of
chapters or documents), one might not be able to tell
much about the content of the chapter (document). A
section as modeled by the section LOD may be declared
within a pair of <section> and </section> tags in an
XML document of type, say, ResearchPaper, de ned in
a DTD (Document Type De nition) le. Other organizational units may be modeled similarly. Our de nition of LOD is also applicable to HTML documents, by
de ning a mapping between a LOD to a corresponding
HTML tag. For instance, for an HTML document, a
section LOD might be de ned with a <H1> tag.
2

3.1 The Mobile Web Architecture

meaning-bearing close-class words. The keyword extractor performs a frequency analysis on the potential
keywords. Words with a frequency falling within the
threshold interval will be extracted as keywords. In addition, certain specially formatted words, such as boldfaced and italized, also qualify as keywords. By adjusting the threshold interval, the extraction process is
exible enough to adapt to di erent collections of documents. The structural characteristic generator computes the information content of each organizational
unit and generates the SC.

The high level mobile web architecture [9] is depicted in
Figure 2. A mobile client initiates a request for a web
document, say, an XML document, via a web browser,
which interacts with a web server via HyperText Transfer Protocol. The web server will contact a database
gateway process, composed of two modules: document
transmitter and structural characteristic generator. The
document transmitter looks up the database to locate
the SC of the requested document. If the SC exists in
the database, the document transmitter retrieves it from
the database and transfers the requested document at
the speci ed LOD as de ned by the retrieved SC. Otherwise, the transmitter will inform the structural characteristic generator to generate the SC of the web document and store it in the database subsequently.

3.3 Information Content

The information content, pi , of an organizational unit
ni is measured by the amount of information captured
within each keyword of the unit. Keywords which occur
more frequently than others should carry more information of the document, but each occurrence of those high
frequency keywords will carry less information. Each
keyword, a, is associated with a weight, !a . Each particular occurrence of a may be in di erent context and
thus, warrant di erent contribution. For instance, an
occurrence inside a section heading (<section>) or inside an italized format (<I>) should be considered more
important. We associate a context adjustment score
with each occurrence of a, defaulted to 1. For example,
the context adjustment score for the italized format may
be 3. Such a contextual adjustment can be generalized
for co-occurrence of keywords, as a co-occurrence matrix C . For instance, if \Hong" is related to \Kong" as in
the phrase \Hong Kong", we can set the co-occurrence
adjustment of the two words to a value larger than 1.
Each \Hong" or \Kong" alone will be treated as normal keywords, but if they occur together, the information content is much higher. For negatively correlated
words, the co-occurrence adjustment would be less than
1. The information content, pi , of ni is the sum of the
weights of words multiplied by the context adjustment
score in the unit.
For notational convenience, we denote the number
of occurrences of a keyword a, after contextual adjustment, in a document, D, by jaD j and the number of occurrences of a after contextual adjustment
in an organizational unit, ni , by jani j. The occurrence vector, VD , of the set of keywords in D, AD =
faja is a keyword in Dg, can be represented as VD =
fjaD j j a 2 AD g = fv ; v ; :::; vjAD j g. We use a logarithmic function to de ne the weight, !a , of each occurrence
of a keyword, a, in D. This function could model the decay in importance of a with respect to its increase in frequency in D. It is de ned as !a = 1 ; log (jaD j=jjVD jj)
where jjVD jj is the norm of the occurrence vector VD .
We adopt the in nity norm jjVD jj1 = max(vi ) here.
De nition 1 The
content pi of ni is
P8information
j
a2ni ani j!a :
pi = P
jd j!
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Figure 2. Architecture of our system

A mobile client contains two modules: sequence manager and rendering manager. The sequence manager is
responsible for receiving an organizational unit of the
requested document from the database gateway. It will
determine the position with respect to the document
where the received unit should be rendered. The positioning information and the unit received are passed to
the rendering manager, which renders the unit in a web
browser at the appropriate position.

3.2 Structural Characteristic Generation

To establish an SC for a document, the document is preprocessed and a keyword-based logical index is established for each organizational unit. The SC is created
by deriving the information content of each organizational unit from the logical index. The pre-processing
process is organized into ve modules: document recognizer, canonical converter, word lter, keyword extractor, and structural characteristic generator, operating
in a pipelined fashion.
The document recognizer converts an XML document into a plain ASCII document, utilizing the DTD
de nition for the structure of the document. The canonical converter then converts document words into their
canonical form [14]. The word lter eliminates non-
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A property of information content is that it follows
the additive rule, i.e., forPamgiven node, ni , with children,
fni; ,   , ni;m g, pi = k pi;k . It is not dicult to
see why the additive rule holds from the de nition.
There are also other ways to determine keywords
other than frequency analysis, such as co-occurrence
frequency of multiple words within a phrase. We
just describe one possible approach for simplicity here.
Nonetheless, the vector space model has been shown to
be competitive with alternative methods [4].
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With D = fn ; n g as base case, it is easy to verify that
sending n before n leads to higher expected information content if > . The reversed order is better if
> . The expected information content of the two
transmission orders are equal if = . With the induction hypothesis for the number of units m = k in D,
when m = k + 1, there are only k + 1 possible optimal
candidates to consider out of the (k + 1)! permutations,
with the rst k elements in the permutation sorted in
. We can then show that Theorem 1 holds.
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period [t ; t ] is the total information content
normalR
t
2
ized over the period of time, i.e., P = t2 ;t1 t1 P (t)dt.
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Let the time taken to transmit a unit ni of length
li be Li . We assume a uniform network transmission
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delay and a uniform distribution of weights within a
unit. If ni is the rst unit to be transmitted, the total
information content perceived by a client by browsing
at ni would be pi Li , with an expected content of pi .
Consider the browsing session for document D consisting of m organizational units, D = fn ; n ; :::; nm g.
We represent a transmission order of the units by a permutation,  = hj ; j ; :::; jm i, denoting the transmission
order of hnj1 ; nj2 ; :::; njm i. The total information content when D is transmitted over the period is
P~D = 12 pj1 Lj1 + (pj1 Lj2 + 21 pj2 Lj2 ) +
(pj1 Lj3 + pj2 Lj3 + 12 pj3 Lj3 ) + ::: +
(pj1 Ljm + pj2 Ljm + ::: + pjm;1 Ljm + 12 pjm Ljm )
1

=1

We observe that the second summation term is constant
regardless of the permutation, so is the divisor. Removing the constant terms, this is equivalent to maximizing

De nition 4 The expected information content over a
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imize the expected information content at a client.
Proof: Since Li is proportional to li (Li = cli where
c is a proportional constant), we express the expected
information content in terms of i as
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by a client over a period of time [t ; t ] is the total
amount of perceived information Rcontent available to the
client over the period, i.e., P~ = tt12 P (t)dt.
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Theorem 1 Given a set of organizational units D =
fn ; n ; :::; nm g, with relative information contents
; ; :::; m respectively, the transmission order  =
hj ; j ; :::; jm i such that j1  j2  :::  jm will max-

De nition 3 The total information content perceived

1

i

maximize the information content transmitted, but also
the total and expected information content transmitted.
We, thus, have to determine an optimal transmission
order, opt , for transmitting D at the required LOD.
To achieve this goal, we de ne the notion of relative
information content of an organizational unit.
De nition 5 The relative information content, i , of
organizational unit ni is de ned as the ratio of its information content to its length, i.e., i = pi =li .

in client

2

=

=1

The notion of information content enables a client to
perceive the largest amount of information at the required LOD. Since a mobile environment is of limited bandwidth and is vulnerable from disconnection,
a client needs to obtain the required information within
the shortest possible period of time. Given a speci c
LOD, we de ne the notion of relative information content to determine the optimal transmission order for
organizational units at the required LOD such that a
client could perceive more information within the shortest possible duration. We start by de ning the perceived
information content at a particular time, t.
De nition 2 The perceived information content observed at a client at timeP
t is the amount of information
it can read, i.e., P (t) = ni
pi .

1

k i

The
P expected information content P D is thus
P~D = mi Li . Di erent transmission orders would yield
di erent values of P D . Our objective is not only to

3.4 Total and Relative Information Content
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3.5 Sample Structural Characteristic

2

We demonstrate the SC generation with a draft of this
manuscript. The information contents and relative information contents of the organizational units of this
document are illustrated in Table 1. Keywords within
section headings and <B> and <I> tags receive a context adjustment score of 3. The abstract is considered
as Section 0. For consistency and clarity purpose, paragraphs not belonging to any subsection are grouped under a virtual subsection. For instance, all paragraphs
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the communication between the gateway process and a
mobile client is via Object Request Broker. Implementing the database gateway as a CORBA server could lead
to better performance than as a CGI process. Employing JDBC for communicating with the database server
provides interoperability with other databases.
A mobile client must render a document based on the
order of the progressive transmission, which depends
on the requested LOD. Our interface for rendering is
implemented as a Java applet, allowing our client to be
run on various web browsers and platforms. Our mobile
web client interface takes the look as in Figure 4.
We illustrate a sample rendering session using this
manuscript, based on the information content of the
organizational units. The user interface for transmission based on relative information content is similar,
though the order could be di erent. As described in
Section 3.5, the order when transmitted at the section
LOD is hSection 3, Section 1, Section 4, Section 2, Section 5i. The order at the paragraph LOD would be
hParagraph 3.2.1, Paragraph 3.1.4, Paragraph 0.0.0,   i.
The content displayed at two di erent stages after Paragraph 3.2.1 and Paragraph 3.1.4 of Section 3 have been
received and rendered is depicted in Figures 4a and 4b.
To give users a better idea of what is being transmitted
and what has been transmitted, the sequence manager
shows the organizational units that have been received
and rendered, as illustrated in Figure 3. Figures 3a
and 3b correspond to the states of the browser in Figures 4a and 4b respectively. Figure 3c represents the
nal state when all paragraphs have been rendered.

Relative Cont.

0.09521

3

3.3

0.12488

p

;4
;4
;4
;4
;4

Table 1. Information content of this manuscript

belonging to Section 3, but not to Subsection 3.1 are
grouped under the virtual Subsection 3.0.
The transmission order of the document at section
LOD based only on information content is hSection 3,
Section 1, Section 4, Section 2, Section 5, Section 0i.
Based on relative information content, the order would
be hSection 1, Section 0, Section 4, Section 3, Section
2, Section 5i. Thus, Introduction and Abstract are
detected to be more important and transmitted earlier by using relative information content to determine
the transmission order. If subsection LOD is preferred,
some subsections of Section 3 still contain more information. The transmission is at the order of hSubsection
3.1, Subsection 1.0, Subsection 3.0, Subsection 3.3,   i
if only information content is used. With relative information content, the order is hSubsection 3.1, Subsection
1.0, Subsection 0.0, Subsection 4.0,   i.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3. Status panel during browsing

5 Conclusion
We have presented the design and implementation of
a framework for transmitting and browsing web documents at various LOD. Based on information content, it
presents users with the main document content before
presenting supplementary information. Relative information content is introduced to identify the optimal
transmission order, maximizing the perceived information content. This is especially important in a mobile
environment where bandwidth is scarce.
Currently, our prototype requires a well-de ned organizational structure on a web document. However, in

4 Implementation and Prototype
Our prototype is implemented as a CORBA architecture. The database gateway process in Figure 2 is implemented as a CORBA server, using Java. We employ Oracle database system to maintain the SCs of
each document. The communication between Oracle
and the database gateway is via JDBC protocol while
5

(a)

Figure 4. Sample multi-resolution browsing

a web environment, there exists a large number of unstructured documents. We are working on algorithms
to extract the structure of a document from its content. We are also conducting experiments to measure
the throughput of our system in browsing web documents when compared with traditional web browsing
paradigm. We would like to obtain more user experiences in browsing web documents using our system
and perhaps consider the concept of \intuition level" of
each organizational unit in addition to its content level
in de ning the transmission order.
We are also integrating the concept of information
content with search engines. The notion of relative information content is a good indicator for ranking documents identi ed by a search engine. A search engine
could thus, de ne a more semantics-oriented ranking on
the identi ed documents. We are working on a mechanism which allows a user to feedback relevance based
on the notion of information content.
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